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1. University of Alabama, University, Ala. 
Work has con tinu ed in the field of millimeter wave

length radiometry, including development of a model 
for thermal emission from the lunar surface, a fur
ther in vestigation of the crystal-n,udio radiometer 
performance, and a study of th e absorption by 
molecular oxygen in tb e atmosphere. 

Experim ents on thermal radiation from the moon 
yielded more detailed data of lunar temperature as 
a funetion of lunar phase angle and during eclipses. 
A solution of th e heat conduction equ ation consist
ent with inl'rn,red data was obtained for various 
assumed models and thel'lnal param eters of the 
surface [Tyler , 1962] . 

The performance of a crystal-audio radiometer in 
experiments wb ere extreme sensitivi ty is not needed 
was investigated . The minimum detectable temper
atures were compared with predictions from the 
spectral analysis [Copeland, 1962] . 

The current t heories of mechanism of absorption 
by atmospheric molecular oxygen in the wavelength 

region between 1 and 10 mm were sun·eyed. Shol' t
period fluctuation s in n,t ll1ospheric absorption , pos
sibly correlaled with variations in the earth' s mag
nelic field 01' other external factor , hayc been 
suspected. The probable effects of time-varying ex
ternalfields, Zeeman spli tLing, and sta tis tical o1'ien
tn,tion s of the oxygen molecule in the 111ftgnetic field 
were analyzed. None or these ffLctors appeal' to 
explain the su spected vari ations [Mitchell, Dozier , 
and Coulter, 1962]. 
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2. Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 
Two hundred Mcls polarization m easurements 

of solar bursts have continued and continued to show 
a fraction of Type III bursts to be weakly linearly 
polarized. 

Cornell has been constructin g on a co ntract from 
ARPA and the Air Force Cambridge R esearch 
Center a thousand-foot an tenna equipped with 
transmitter and receiver at 430 NIcis n,s an ion 
ospheric and planetary radar. This large facili ty 
is expected to be ready in the su mm er of 1963. 
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3. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 
Sagamore Hill Radio Observatory, Bedford, Mass. 

The basic instrument used in studies of the sun, 
the moon and atmospheric parameters was the 84-ft 
equatoriaiIy mounted parabola. Recent additions 
to the antenna equipment, of the Radio Astronomy 
Branch, have included an alt-az 150-ft antenna 
(rotatable only in azimuth until a servo drive is 
installed at the end of 1963 ) and a log periodic 
interferometer (spacings available 90 m, 180 m, and 
270 m on East-West baseline). An 8-ft parabola is 
used for 3 cm solar measurements, on a routine basis. 
Smaller antennas are used for satellite and cosmic 
noise absorption measurements. Radiometers are 
available from 30 Mc/s to 9300 M c/s. 

3. 1. Solar Studies 

a. Occulta tion of the Crab Nebula 

In June 1961 and 1962, observations were made of 
the occultation of the Crab Nebula by the solar 
corona. The scattering process was observable at 
1190 Mc/s and 3000 Mc/s and its anisotropy on 
either side of solar disk was revealed . At a distance 
of 5 solar radii, the decrease in temperature of the 
source at 3000 Mc/s was evaluated as 18 percent; 
the angular diameter of the scattered radiation was 
22 min of arc, while the same parameters, at a dis
tance of 7.5 solar radii corresponding to 1190 Mc/s, 
were 37 percent and~ 23 min . of arc, respectivelJ:': 
The scale of irregulanty at a dIstance of 5 solar radu 
was evaluated on the basis of the June 14 record on 
S-band and the value was estimated at 0.5 km. The 
program has been carried out by S. Basu and J. 
Castelli. 

b. Solar Eclipse Results 

Observations of the October 2, 1959, and the 
February 15, 1961, eclipses have been analyzed, with 
careful attention paid to radio heliograms taken at 
freq uencies near tho~e of the eclipse 1~adiOl.l1eters. 
The heliograms, supplted by Stanford Umversity and 
CSIRO, have shown the presence of spots and plage 
reo'ions neal' both limbs during both eclipses. Un
w~rr'anted models of limb brightening could thus be 
avoided, but the opportunity for calculating the 
height of the emitting layers above the sunspots was 
presen ted. 

The heights, deduced from the slopes of the tem
perature changes, were 10,000 to 16,000 km at 9700 
Mc/s (1961), 13 ,000 to 25,000 at 1300 Mc/s (1959 ), 
20000 to 25,000 km at 1270 Mc/s (1961 ), and 26 ,000 
to'35 000 at 1300 M c/s (1959). Angular diameters 
of th~ spots were double checked. by c?mparison in 
first to second contact records, \Vlth third to fourth 
contact. One spot in the 1961 eclipse measured 0.75 
min of arc at 9700 Mc/s and 0.9 min of arc at 1270 
Mc/s. The brightness temperatures of this region 
were 1.5 X 105 OK at 9700 Mc/s and 9 X 105 OK at 
1270 Mc/s. J. Castelli, R. Straka, H. Cohen, and J . 
Aarons performed the observations and the analysis. 

c. VLF Envelope of Solar Bursts 

A study of the very low frequency envelope spectra 
of solar bursts has been undertaken to gather in
formation on the genera ting mechanism of solar 
radio bursts . Solar bursts were received by the 84-ft 
paraboloid at 63 Mc/s, 113 M c/s, 220 Mc/s, 400 M c/s, 
1190 Mc/s, and 3000 Mc/s. The signal was amplified 
and then detected, and the detected signal was 
recorded on a FM tape recorder . The magnetic 
tape recorded the envelope of the RF signals from 
o to 500 cis, in the initial stages, and over 0 to 1250 
cis later. The RF noise, from the laboratory noise 
generator, was also recorded on the tape through 
identical receivers; these records served as a norm of' 
analysis. The recorded signal was then analyzed 
on a spectrum analyzer to yield the envelope spectra. 
Since the IF bandpass is square and the law of 
detector is square over the range of signals recorded, 
the envelope spectra of a random noise is expected 
to be flat over the VLF band, which is very small 
compared to the IF bandwidth. The envelope of 
the laboratory noise generator was found to be 
flat , in agreement with the theory. An analysis 
of the burst records showed that meter wave bursts, 
of Type IV, and the centimeter wave bursts yield 
a flat spectra. Other types of meter wave bUl'sts 
have varying spectral density over the VLF band, 
and there are cases where a narrow band structure 
could be seen with a dw'ation of 10 to 15 sec. 

The hypothesis advanced is that a coronal dis
turbance can generate hydromagnetic waves over 
VLF range and may be transformed into EM waves 
when it encounters a coronal inhomogeneity. The 
VLF waves may be coupled, in a nonlinear way, with 
the high-frequency plasma waves and introduce a 
VLF modulation on the solar bmsts. This program 
is being carried out by S. Basu. 

3.2. Hyd rogen-Line Observations 

The mass and velocity distribution of neutral 
hydrogen in three nearby 11 ScgahLxies (M33, 
M101, and IC342) have been studied, using the 
H arvard 60-It antenna with the maser receiver. 
In addition, observations of the region North of th e 
galactic latitude bl! = 80° were made to show smaller 
scale irregularities than previously have been shown 
in the North galactic polar gap. Some very narrow 
emission lines have been found in this region. N. 
Dieter is working on these observations. 

3.3. Sky Temperature Mea surements 

Effective sky temperatme meaSUl'ements were 
made on 10 cm wavelengths, using an 8-ft parabolic 
antenna and a horn antenna. The antenna half 
power beamwidths were 3° and 6.9 X 8.3° respec-
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tively. T emperatLu'es, as a fun ction of antenna I 

elevation angle and t ime of day , were mea ured 
with the steerable pantboli c antenmt. Th e IlOrn 
was pointed to . 7.ell ith , in ~t fixed position, and 
r ecorded the high angle te mpemtme chan &,es due 
to frontal passages and other weaLher c lmn gcs. 
Preliminary allcLlysis shows that t Ile sky temperatures 
went through ~t cyclic maximum el'ery fi. I'e t o six 
days with possible changes during t he daily in terval 
of as'much cts 20 OK at a gi" en elel·ation ctngle. The 
profile of antenna temperatme, as a fun ction of 
elevation, varied very li ttle from day to day, although 
the overall temperatmes of the day were higher than 
t hose of adjoining days. R. Straka conducted the 
Ineasurements. 

3.4. Flux Measurements 

A combination of an tenn a pattern and effi ciency 
measurements and the use of the flux of Cas A, as a 
standard, have led to improved accuracy in va lues of 
solar temperature and IUllftr disk tempenttures. 
Utilizing !Co's analysis to correct antenna temp ent
tures, USLUg the flu x m easuremen ts of CftSS A as a 
standard , lunar temperatures of 230 OK at 1200 
Mc/s ftnd223 OK at 3100 M c/s were obtained. For a 
period of two weeks in April 1962, compariso n of solar 
observa t ions at 94,000 M c/s, 9180 Mc/s, 2965 M c/s, 
3100 M c/s, 1200 Mc/s, 400 M c/s, and 225 Mcl were 
made. The S -band m easurements were compared 
with Covington's data at 2800 ~c/s an d found to b e 
in good agreem ent. A simple technique exists, then, 
for measuring antenn a efficiency, as well as pattern , 
by utilizing flux m easurem ents of Cas A ftS a stand
ard' or one can use the Covington 10 cm solar values, 
applying pattern m easurements plu.s corrections.on 
the forms of the p attern to obtam the resultmg 
an tenna efficiency. J . Castelli p erformed the 
experimen t. 

3.5. Atmospheric Studies 

A laro'e part of the effort of the Radio Astronomy 
Branch "has been devoted to the study of tropospheric 
and ionospheric scin tilla tion [Kidd and Mullen] and 
to electron density studies [Whitney and Klobuchar]. 
The observations for the former studies have in
cluded the discrete sources and satelli te transmissions; 
observations for the latter studies have included lunar 
r eflections and satelli te signals. Tropospheric scin
tillations, observable almost entirely at low angles of 
elevation, are characterized by long period scintilla
tious (1 min); ionospheric scintillations recorded at 
freq uencies to 1300 M c/s, during periods of intense 
magnetic storms, are of shorter periods. The effects 
on coherence across an aperture of the size of irregu
larities, latitude dependence, and angle of elevation 
are bei11 0' tudied . During periods of intense 
magnetic ~tonns the 60 M cls correlation distance, on 
the ground, may b e as small as 5 m. Some of the 
earlier angle of elevation studies of scin tillation index 
are beulg r eviewed; there are serious doub ts con
cerning their interpretation, because of the use of 
selected sites and Cass and Cygnus measurem ents. 

Lunar reflection studies were performed in coop
eration with the JodreU Bank Experimental Station. 
R ecords of the J oclrell Bank transmissions at 150 
~1c/s were taken at both siLes and ionospheric 
grad ien ts compared. Si mil ar work, using transmis
sions or t he U.S. Sio'nal Corps, was clone in coopera
tio n wiLh Dr. Daniels o( t be U.S. Sign;tl Corps and 
Dr. Webb o( the U niv ersity of lllinois. Satellite 
work: on elcctroll density variations is being done 
in cooperation with a EW'opean group of stations 
under NATO sponsorship . 

3.6. Conferences 

A working conference on Lhe November 1960 solar 
terrestrial events was held at AFCRL. Observations 
and analysis of (1) cosmic ray variation, (2) lun ar 
refl ection stud ies of electron density var iations, (3 ) 
cosmic noise absorption , (4) solar optical and radio 
event , and (5) ionospheric propagation were dis
cussed. The aim was exchan ge of knowledge between 
disciplines. At the least, the observational material 
was plainly set out; hopefully the total picture of 
solar even ts and resulta nt terrestrial effects was 
m ade meaningful. A report of AFCRL observations, 
wi til the sub.i ect matter ranging from 3 cm helio
grants or the sun to cosmic ray satelli te observations, 
has bee n prepared by S. Silverman and J. Aarons. 

The Advanced Stud y I nstitu te of Corfu , Greece, 
under NATO sponsorship, held a co nference on 
"Radio Astronomical a nd Satelli te Studies o( the 
Atmosphere. " Radio star scin tillation, Fm·;tday 
rota t ion in the earth 's atmosphere by lun ar reflection 
and satelli te transmissions, and sudden ionosph eric 
disturbance were so me of the subj ects studi ed . The 
proceedings have been issued with J . Aaro ns as edi tor. 
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4 . Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Precise determinations of the mean total atmos

pheric refraction were made for various altitude 
angles from 2 to 65 deg [Anway, 1961] by using a pre
cisIon radio sextant operating at 1.85 cm wavelength 
to measure the solar altitude angle. Eleven sunrises 
and 39 sunsets were observed over a five-month 
period. A highly accurate total refraction predictor 
was developed [Iliff and HoI t, 1962] from these 
measured data. Refraction predicted by this equa
tion, utilizing only station m easurements of surface 
atmospheric refractivity, differs from measured 
refraction values by less than 10 sec of arc, rms above 
10 deg altitude angle. The strong linear correlation 
of total refraction with surface refractivity, originally 
suggested by Bean and Cahoon on theoretical 
grounds, was verified e:Kperimentally [Holt and Iliff, 
1962]. Some less precise measurem en ts of to tal 
refraction were made simultaneously at 8.7 mm and 
1.85 cm and calculations of this quantity were made 
from meteorological profiles obtained at the same 
time and place [Phillips and Anway, 1961.] 1<1 
addition, measured and calculated atmospheric 
attenuations were compared at both wavelengths. 
Th e comparisons of measurement and theory were 
very good at both wavelengths. 

Solar temperature measurements were made at 
8.7 mm and 1.85 cm and yielded values for the source 
temperature of 8808 oJ{ and 11 ,83 1 OK respectively 
[Steward , .Anway, and Hodgin , 1961] . Solar activity 
data at 1.85 cm collected during sunspot maximum 
[Anway, Joy, and Hodgin, 1961] have been compared 
with optical and 10 cm activity. During the observ
ing period there were 123 optical flares reported, 82 
radio bursts observed at 10 em, and 32 events 
observed at 1.85 cm. The mean duration of the 
optical flares was 39 min while that at 1.85 cm was 
only 5 min. Th ese results have implications for 

radiometric celestial-navigation purposes and a 
report covering this analysis is in process. 

Some measurements of lun ar temperature and its 
variation over a lunation were mad e at 8.7 mm and 
1.85 cm [Stewart, Anway, and Hodgin, 1961]. 
Nfaximum temperatures were 239 OK and 195 OK 
and the minimum temperatures observed were 
153 OK and 125 OK for the two wavelengths respec
tively. Attempts to establish a connrction between 
lunar tracking errors and lunar phase were not con
clusive. Significant errors were noted at 8.7 mm and 
1.85 cm but the form of the relationship of these 
errors to lunar phase is not yet determined 
(Stewart, Anway, and Hodgin, 1961; Anway, Joy, 
and Hodgin, 1961 ). 

A high performance (~T= 0.034/Tl / 2 °K /sec1/ 2 for 
the d-c mode) 1.85 cm radio-telescope is nearing 
completion. This system, utilizing a low noise 
traveling wave tube amplifier, will be used in 8-ft 
and 60-ft diam antennas for observations of atmos
pheric emission and refraction fluctuations and solar, 
lunar, and planetary phenomena. 

A theoretical and experimen tal investigation d 
atmospheric emission in the 5 to 6 mm wavelength 
region was performed, and further experimental work 
is being planned (Anway, 1962a: Anway, 1962b). 
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5. Carnegie Institution of Washington, Department of 
Terrestial Magnetism, Washington, D.C. 

Emphasis has gradually focused down to a double 
progr a m at t he D epartment of T errestrial Mag
netism: 

(l ) R adio hydrogen studies with the Carnegie 
muitichallllel H-lin e r eceiver, and 

(2) studies or discrete radio sources. 

Durin g 1962 a study was made of expandin g hydro
gen features in t he vicini ty of t he galactic cen ter . 
The observed motion agreed well with those observed 
by the Dutch at more northern latitudes, but in the 
parts of the Milky Way below the Dutch horizon 
additional features were found which complicated 
the simple model of a 3 kpc expandin g arm. Pre
liminal'Y hydrogen lin e studies of M 31 and 1133 were 
carried out usin g t he 60-It dish at Derwood, Md., and 
the multichannel spectrograph, in preparation for 
use of t he spectrograph with larger dishes. Dming 
late 1962 and early 1963 the number of channels was 
expanded from its original 54 to a presen t total of 
90 channels and the tmiler con taining the equipmen t 
was moved to the Nation al Radio Astronom y Ob
servatory at Green Bank to malce observat ions with 
the 300-/"t transit telescope. Success r ul observaLions 

were obta i.ned at Green Bank of 1131, M 33, and 
selected r egions of the galaxy. R eduction of t hese 
observations is still in progress. 

A cooperative vent ure with t he University or La 
Plata and the University of Buenos Aires has beel1 
proceedin g for t he past t lll"ee years and a second 
mul tichann el hydrogen lin e spectrograph is well on 
its way to cornpleLion, and an equatorially mounted 
30-m dish has been designed in collaboration with 
Stanford R esearch Institu te. Completion or botlt 
t he receiver and the dish is expected in late 1963 . 
The dish represents a n ew departure in radio tele
scope design in which large safety features are no t 
arbitrarily in serted to obtain a dish ten times more 
rigid t han required for the wavelength of interest .. 
As one moves into larger dishes this luxury can no 
lon ger be afforded and it is necessary to design more 
quantitatively. A trial dish of the same design but 
t ransit moun ted is bei.ng constructed now at our 
Derwood field station and should be completed by 
mid-1963. Experience with this "maximum toler
able deflection" dish should be of use to other 
institutions in terested in large in expensive plLl"ab
oloids. 

6. University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. 
The University of Florida R adio Observatory is 

engaged in lon g-wavelength radiofrequen cy studies of 
the planets. In addition to the m ain station at 
Gainesville, Fla., a field station n ear Santiago, 
Chile, has been in operation since 1960. Synoptic 
monitoring of the decameter signals from Jupiter is 
maintained on a daily basis from both stations over 
a frequency range of 5 to 53 Mc/s . Polarization 
measurements are made at 16 and 22 M c/s and spec
tral data are obtain ed by means of a sweep-frequen cy 
receiver at Gainesville. 

The data have established t he existence of t hree 
or more, probably four , l11n,in decameter SOUl"ces on 
Jupiter, and have yielded a precise rotation al period 
for these sources which is most likely t hat of the solid 
planet itseH. Statist ical analysis has y ielded the 
spectral index and mean rate of radiation as a func
tion of frequency, and has indicated that the Jovian 
outbursts may be associctted with solar activity both 
in a long-term an d a short-term sense. The polar iza
tion of the signals is predominan tly left-hand 

elliptical in bo th hemispheres o[Lhe earth , although 
righ t-hand polarization is observed more frequently 
at 16 Mc/s than at 22 Mc/s. There apparently is 
some statistically significan t variation in the polariza
ations of the signals from t he several sources, as well 
as variations in relative source activity from year to 
year. Simultaneous high-speed recordings made 
from two terrestrial hemispheres show significan t 
modification of the signals by t he earth's ionosphere. 
Spectral studies indicate that the bursts have band
widths of from a few ten ths of a megacycle per 
second t o several megacycles per seco ll d, and that 
the noise storm centers drif t both upward ftnd down
ward in frequ en cy. Theoretical studies suggest 
several possible mechanisms for the outbmsts, in
cluding cyclotron radiation from trapped electrons 
bW1 ched in t he Jovian magnetosphere. M any of 
the empirical aspects of the signals can be explained 
if it is assum ed that they escape by m eans of field
alin ed ion ducts in the vicinity of the Jovian magnetic 
poles. 
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Obsel'vf1Lion s or Saturn hf1ve yielded f1 number of 
instances or possible weak signals of brief durat ion , 
f1l though these h:we no t been confll'med and cannot 
be regarded as well-established. Observations of 
Venus and Mars h:we given negative results to date. 
In November oJ 1961 observations were made of t he 
close approach of Comet Seki 1961h, with negative 
results. 
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7. Harvard College Observatory 
Harvard Radio Astronomy Station, Fort Davis, Tex. 

7 .1. Solar Radio Burst 

During the past three years observations of so1<1,1' 
rad io bursts, taken with sweep-frequency receivers 
[Th om pson , 196 1) covering 5.5. octaves of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, 25 to 580 and 2100 to 
3900 ~Ic/s, have been ttlhtlyzed in some debtil. An 
analysis of t he spectral T ype II bursts [Maxwell an d 
Thompson , 1962) suggests thltt they are caused by a 
disturbance being propagated along a coronal 
streamer , in which the electron density is approxi
mately 10 t im es t hat of the Baumbach-Allen mod el 
corona. The racliaJ velocity of th is disturbance, 
deduced from a detailed examina,tion of the fre
quency drift of the bursts , is estimated as 1000 to 
1500 lon/sec. The characteristics of the primary 
disturbance causing the bursts have been considered 
in terms of acoustic and magnetohydroclynamic 
waves propagated from flare r egions in the vicin ity 
or sunspots and their accompanying magnetic fields . 

A detailed analysis of the characteristics of spectral 
Type III bursts has also been carried out [Hughes and 
H arkness, 1963). On t he assump tion that the coronal 
temperature is 106 OK and that the bursts are gener
ated in a coronal str eamer where the electron density 
is also 10 times the Baumbach-Allen model, the 
frequency drift of the bursts is interpreted in terms 

of an outward moving disturbance, with a r adia 
component of velocity of abo ut 0.4 c, and with some 
evidence that t Ile disturbance decelerates slightly as 
it 1110ves outward . The dun,tion and bandwidths of 
the bursts at different frequencies have been used to 
obtain es timates of the d ispers ion of th e Type III 
exciters at different heights in the corona. It is 
found that the exciter disperses as i t moves outward 
and that its radial extent is roughly proportional to 
its height ll,bove the photosphere. The character
istics of Type IV continuum radio bursts, over the 
frequency range 25 to 70,000 ;'i(c/s , have b een r e
viewed [Thompson and Maxwell , 1962) and the 
properties of these bursts, which are believed gener
ated by l' synchrotron process, ha ve been discussed 
in terms of existing data on electron energies lInd 
magnetic fi elds near solar flares . 

A catalog of T ype II and T ype IV bursts, covering 
a 5-year period commencin g 1957 January, has been 
published [;'i(axwell , Hughes, and Thompson, 1963). 
These bursts are of parti cular geophysical signifi
cance, sin ce they precede the emission of high energy 
solar protons and the solar streams that cause 
geomagnetic storms. A paper concerning the sta
t istics of solar radio bw-sts at sunspot maximum 
[Maxwell, Howard, and Garmire, 1960) gives an 
analysis of the total numbers of hours that the various 
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spectral types of bursts occW'red at various frequen
cies in the radio band. An anftlysis of the charac
teristics of meteor scatter bursts from distan t tele
vision transmitters, as observed on sweep-Jrequency 
receivers [Thompson , 1961], showed that the dura
tion of t he scatter signals at different frequencies 
agreed closely with the theoreticfd inverse-square 
relatioll . 

7 .2 . Additions to Station Facilities 

During 1962, an 85-ft stem'able paraboloid and a 
new labor atory were constructed at the station . The 
antenn a was constructed by Blaw-Knox Company, 
Pittsburg h; tb e surface of the reflector is accurate t o 
}~ 2 in . (rms) ; t he read-out system uses digital light
bank displays. 

The above r esearch programs in solar radio astron
omy and the extensions to the station facili t ies h~we 
been fin anced by the Sacramento P eak ObservaLory 
and the Geop bysics R esen,rch Directorate of the 
U.S. Air Force. 

7.3. Cosmic Radio Sources 

A new program of observn,t ions or cosmic ritdio 
sources at 5000 M c/s (C-band) has been undertaken 
with financial s uppor t from t he National Science 
Foundation. The program o[ observations will CO II 

cern t he positions, diftln eter s, and polarizat ions o[ 
discrete radio sources, and it will use a rece iver wiLh 

a parametric rf preamplifier. The bandwidth of the 
r eceiver is 125 il/I c/s and the minimum detectable 
tempera Lure is ftpproximately 0.05 OK. A receiver 
whose opemting frequen cy is 950 Mc/s and minimum 
detectable signal 0. 2 OK is also being used with the 
85-fL a ll Le nna, for search ewd reference purposes. 
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8. Harvard College Observatory 

Radio Astronomy Group and Space Radio Project, 
Cambridge, Mass. 

The major itreas of rese~1,)"ch by the Radio Astron
omy Group a nd the Space R adio Project at Harvard 
Observatory h ftve been: 

(1) A maser survey of t he 21-cm emission of 
extragalftctic nebulae; 

(2) A search for the 21-cm emission of inter
galactic hydrogen; 

(3) A high lfttitude study of interstellar clouds ; 
(4) A study of atomic hydrogen over the north 

galactic pole; 
(5) A continuum study of Venus and Jupiter ; 
(6) A cftlculation of the radio spectrum of the 

planet Ear th, as viewed from space, par
ticularly near 60 Gc/s; 

(7) An investigation of the planet Venus b ased on 
radar and r adio astronomical reseftrch ; 

(8) A space r ftdio telescope study of the planet 
Venus execu ted from the Mariner II plane
tary probe; 

(9) An investigation of the radio spectrum near 
the Earth at frequencies betwee n 1 ftnd 
10 M c/s . 

Publi cfttions r es ulLing from thesc resear ch pro
grams are lis ted below. 
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9. Harvard College Observatory 

Radio Meteor Project, Cambridge, Mass. 
From September 1960 to November 1961 the 

Harvard Radio Meteor Project was operated with 
one transmitting station and three spaced receiving 
stations . Al though the original design called for a 
six station system, the partial system was sufficient 
to determine the velocity, radiants, and orbits of 
individual meteors. The full six station system was 
completed with antennas of intermediate gain in 
November 1961 and a regular survey of meteor 
activity commenced on January 1, 1962. A 40 Mc/s 
transmitter was made avaihtble by the National 
Bureau of Standards at the site in Havana, lll . 
During the first year of the survey the transmitter 
maintained an output of 2 Mw. During the first 
year of th e survey the system operated down to a 
limiting magnitude of + 11. A phase comparator 
was designed and built for the determination of 
azimuth and height of the meteor. Heights were 
also determined approximately from the known 
azimuth of the antenna. 

The IBM reduction program, originally prepared 
by L. Meeks, was substantially revised by R. B. 
Sou thworth. The Fresnel patterns at six stations 
are measured independently by two observers and the 
results in tercompared by the 7090 machine. Th e 
mean values are used to determine the velocity, 
deceleration, electron line density, and radifmt poin t 
of the meteor. Tn determining th e velocit.v, correc
tions are applied for the effects of diffusion of th e 
trail and greater precision has resulted in the velocity 
determinations. At the present time 1,500 meteors 
have been prepared in final form including derivation 
of orbital elements. 

Confirmation was obtained of the anomalous 
characteristics of the orbits of radio meteors that 
have previously been reported. The average mag
nitude of meteors in t he radio sample was + 8 on 
the visual scale, some 5 magnitudes fainter than the 
meteors observed by Super-Schmidt cameras. The 
orbits were, in general, considembly smaller than 
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the orbi ts of photographic meteors and t here was 
an indication of 11 progressive chcLnge in which fa i nter 
meteors showed orbits wi th smaller eccen tricity and 
smaller semimajor axis. The r esul ts confirm ed th e 
existence of the " toroidal gro up ," meteor particles 
moving in almost circular orbits highly inclined to 
th e plane of th e solar system. This group is almost 
certl1illIy c1 r eal component in the solcn system a nd is 
not 11 result of observational selection , but its origin 
is 11t pl'esent difficult to ascertain. Two mechan isms 
have been considered for the production of the 
toroidal group. Firstly, it is thought that the 
part icl es may be considerably older than the average 
meteoroid and that secular perturbation by the 
planets has gradually increased the inclination of 
the orbits. Secondly, the possibility that the 
toro idal meteors were inj ected in the past by a large, 
high inclination comet hl1S b een given considerat ion. 

The comp uted orbits h ave been in terco mpared to 
search for 11 similari ty of elements . Using 11, cri terion 
of orbit si mii;ni ty that 1111S been appli ed to the orbits 
of photographic m eteors, 11, hll'ge proportion of the 
radio m eteor orbits were found to belong to streams. 
Streams previously discovered by th e photogrlLphic 
techniqlle were confirmed and addition al streams 
were discovered by means of th e radio meLhod. 

Precise measurement of velocities at six spaced 
stations has y ielded, for the first t ime, reliable 
measures of th e decelerc1tion of radio meteors. The 
rates of deceleration vary from 5 to 30 km /sec2 and 
among t he shower meteors, the first velocity observed 
for anyon e meteor is so me 1 to 3 km /sec below th e 
no-atmosphere velocity. Although the d ecelera tions 
of this size are predicted by the classical single-body 
theory, the height of occurrence of the meteor trails is 
lower than predicted by the classical th eory. 

From measures at six stations i t has been possible, 
for the first t ime, to measure the ionization curve of 
the meteor and h ence derive th e mass of t he mete
oroid. From a knowledge of the mass and decelera
tion the density of the particles has been determin ed . 

The average density is found to be 0.1 g/cm3, which is 
comparable to the vldues of density found by the 
pho tographic method . Thus, it seems that the low 
density frag il e stru cture of the meteoroid has b een 
confirmed down to ILt lea.st magnitude + 8. 
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R esea rch Report 3. 

McLell a n, J . W . ( 19G1), Safe ty facto r of t ra n mi Lte r rad ia Lion 
field, llcsea rch R eport II. 

Southwo rth , R. B. , Characteris t ics of faint radio meteors , 
URSI Com mission V (Sp rin g 19(2) . 

Southwor th, R . B. (1962), D eceleration of radio meteor, 
Astro n. J. 67, 283. 

Southwo rth, R . B. , T hroret ical F res nel patt erns of radio 
meteor's, URSI Com mission V (Fall 19(2) . 

Southworth, R . B. (1062), Theoret ical Fres nel paLt Nns, 
llesearch Report 14. 

Southworth , R. B. , and J . J . DeSousa (1962), Harvard radio 
m eteor p roject: The sys tem , its operation , and its object ive, 
R esearch Report 12. 

Whippl e, F. L. , and G. S. Hawkins (1956), The I-Iat"\'a rd radio 
m eteor proj ect. 

10. University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 
The Uni versi ty of Illinois parabolic cylinder radio 

telescope was placed in operation in October 1962. 
'1'he first research attempted was the mapping of the 
Cygnus X r egion at 611 Mc/s. The resulting 
contour map was presented at the AAS meeting in 
West Virginia in D ecember. The temperature of 
the full moon h as b een measured as 230 OK at 611 
Mc/s with a probable error of about 10 percent. 
To calibrate the declination steering of the radio 
telescop e, all sources stronger than 18 X 10- 26 Janskys 
(at 960 M c/s) have b een observed at 611 Mc/s. 
An improved feed system is und er construction and 
will be placed in operation shor tly , at which time th e 
survey of faint extragalactic sources will begin . 

A radio interferometer has been placed in opera
tion or 73 Mc/s for t.he study of radio star scin tilla
tion. Two additional in ter ferometers will be con
structed , one in Mississippi and one in nor th ern 
Michigan, for a long term stud y of the lati tude 
dis trib u tion of sci n tilla tion. 
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Stelzr ied , C. '1'., D. Schuster, and T. Sato (Nov. 1961 ), An 
experimental 960 ~1C maser amplifier system applicable 
to space communications, JPL Technical Report No. 
32-179. 

External report on the first Goldstone 960 Mc maser system 
a nd some radiom etric t ests. 

Victor, W. K., and R . Stevens, Space research III, ed. , VV- . 
Pries ter (North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam) (in 
press) . 

Victor, W. K., and R. Stcvens (June 1962), The 1961 JPL 
Venus radar exp eriment, IRE Trans. SET, SET- 8, No. 2, 
84- 97. 

Presents a summary of the experim ent including some t em
perature data . 

Edited by W. K. Victor, R. Stevens, and S. W. Golumb (Aug. 
1, 1961), Radar explorat ion of Venus , JPL T echnical R e
port No. 32-132. 

Includes reports on the maser , radiometer, polarization tests 
and radiometric tests. 

11. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif. 
Bibliography 

Levy, G. S., and D. Schuster (Jun e 1962), Venusian and lunar 
radar depolarization experimen ts, Astron. J. (Reports on 
radiometric polarization tests as well as on planetary 
radar signal depolarization.) 

Potter, P. D. (Jun e 1962) , The application of the Cassegrain· 
ian principle to ground antennas for space communication , 
IRE Trans. Space Electronics and T elemetry SET- 8, No. 
2, 154--158. (Reports on the performance of an extrem ely 
low noise temperature Cassegrain antenna .) 

Potter, P . D. (June 22, 1962), Unique feed system improves 
space antennas, Electronics. (Description and design of an 

extremely low noise temperature Cassegra in antenna 
system.) 

Sato, '1'. , and C. T. Stelzried (Jun e 1962), An operational 960 
960 Mc maser system for d eep-space trac\:ing missions, 
IRE Trans. Space Electronics Telemetry SET-8, No.2 , 
164--170. (R eport on the performanc e of an operational 
low noise temperature system.) 

Schuster, D., C. T. Stelzried, and G. S. Levy (May 1962), 
The det ermination of noise temperatures of large antennas, 
IRE Trans. PGAP. (Reports researcll on 101V noise an
tenna feeds for large antennas, radiometric receiving and 
calibration equipment and methods of radiom etric cali
brations. Includes material not in r e ference 1.) 

12. Lincoln Laboratory * 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass. 
Research since 1960 has been concerned with 

microwave studies of planetary atmospheres. The 
objective of this research is to investigate the micro
wave spectrum of planetary atlIlospheres, and the 
iuitial phase of researeh involves a theoretical investi
gation based on model atmospheres and laboratory 
measurements of the microwave spectra of at
mospheric constituents. During the current period, 
detailed computations ha ve been made to investigate 
the earth's atmosphere. The objectives of this 
research have been as follows: 

l. Determina tion of the limitation of the earth's 
atmosphere to m icrowave astronomy. 

2. Specification of equipment parameters and ob-

servations to study the earth's atmosphere from the 
surface, from mountain tops, and from aireraft and 
balloons. 

3. Development of concepts and specifications for 
sounding the thermal structure of the earth's at
mosphere from radiometric satellites. 
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13. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Since the last report of April 1960 a number of 

improvements and additions have been nlttde to the 
-85-ft radio telescope including new radiometers and 
fully digitized data recording . Several extended 
'so urces have been studied, the flux density of a few 
dozen non thermal sources has been .measured at 
8000 Mc/s, radio emission from Mercury was dis
covered, measurements of Venus, 'Mars, Jupiter, and 
Saturn are underway, occultations of radio sourees 
by the moon at 800 Mc/s are also underway, an upper 

*'J'he present report covers onl y work 011 planetary atmospheres. OLher re
search by this Laborator y is covered in separate reports to Commission II . 

limit to the radio flux density of the Nova of Feb
ruary 1963 has been set at 8000 \fIe/s and at 800 
Mc/s. The polarized component of six bright 
nonthermal radio sources has been m easured at 
8000 Mc/s. 

Solar burst spectra reeordings using the 28-ft radio 
telescope were discontinued in October 1961 , after 
operating for over three years, because of equipment 
wear and reduced solar activity. Plans are now 
underway for obtaining fast recordings of fast-drift 
solar bursts at several fixed frequencies fmill 38 
Mc/s to 300 Mc/s. 

The space radio astronomy 
preciably since the last report. 

effort has grown ap
A rocket experiment 
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was completed and we are participating in two 
scientific satellite programs: the eccentric orbit 
geophysical observfttory satellite (EGO) with a so 1m 
burst spectrometer , imd the polar orbit geopbys ical 
observatory satellite (POGO) wi th a 2.5 Mc/s 
cosmic noise survey. 

85-Ft Radio Telescope 

Data system: Angular transducers with a peak 
errol' of 5 secs of arc were mounted on the antenna 
to determine the angular position of the polar and 
declination axes. The ou tpu t of the axis trans
ducers, sidereal time, and the output of the radiom
eters are digitized. This digital information and 
manually inserted parameter data are recorded on 
printed paper , ('or visual presentation, fwd on 
punched cards for processing in an IB:\1 7090 
computer . 

R adiometers : Traveling-wave tube receiver at 
8000 Mc/s: Several major modifications have been 
made to improve the stabili ty and relia bility of the 
receiver . The most s ignificant improvement has 
been the add ition of a tunnel diode rf a mplifter, 
ahead of Lhe travelillg-wH,ve tubes , mounted at the 
apex of the antenna. The overall system tempera
ture is now approximately 1000 OK at a band wid th 
of 1000 Mc/s. 

Dicke radiom eter at 1.8 cm wavelength: In creasin g 
the bandwidth to 20 M c/s has been t he most signifi
cant improve men t . This radiometer has been used 
in mapping the sun , moon , and oth er stron g radio 
sources. 

Maser r ad iometer at 8700 M c/s : The m aser radi
ometer was removed from the antenna cimin g t he 
summ er of 1962. It is presently bein g modified to 
improve its reliability and noise tempera ture. 

R adiometer at 800 Mc/s: A Dicke radiometer has 
been installed on t he antenna. The bfwdwidth is 
5 .Mc/s and t he overall system noise temperature is 
600 OK. A number of so urces hcwe been observed 
and it is planned to observe moon occul tations of 
radio somces. 

Maser radiom eter at 10,000 :NIc/s : A multicavity 
ruby m aser radiometer is bein g designed and built by 
t he University of Michigan, Willow Run Labora
tories and should be completed this year. 

The plane polarized component of sever al radio 
sources measured at 8000 Mc/s: During 1962 several 
radio sources were observed with the broadband 
TvVT radiometer covering the band from 7500 to 
8500 Mc/s with a rotating; feed horn on the 85-ft 
radio telescope. The radiometer noise fluctuations 
bave an rms value of 0.03 oJ( wi th a 10 sec inte
gration. 

The feed horn was s pecially designed to have well
matched E- and H-plane radiation patterns over the 
bane/. Th e circular antenna beam wid th was about 
0.1 deg. T he horn was ro tated at a uniform rate of 
0.5 ro tat ion per s idereal minute while the antenna 
beam tracked th e rad io source. T he output was 
compared to similar off-source measuremell ts . On 
thermal radio sources, such as the Orion nebula, the 
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radiometer output showed no detectable correlation 
with the position angle of the feed horn. On the 
nonthermal sources Taurus A (Crab nebula) and 
Cygnus A, the phase and alllpli t ude of the sine-wave 
variH,tion of radiometer output gives posit ion a ngle 
an d percen t plane-polarized co mponents consistent 
with values ob tained by Mayer and his coworkers on 
th~se sources at neaTly the same freq uency. 

rhe plane polanzed component Ih1s also been 
observed in several additional sources : Centaul'Us A, 
3C 273, and Tycho 's supernova of 1572. 

Flux density of nonthermal radio sources at 8000 
11c/s : Preliminary flux density measurements at 
8000 Mc/s have been lTl.ade on 20 nonthermal small
d~ameter .rad~o sources. Only t he north-south plane 
of polanzatlOl1 component was measured . 'rhe 
m ajority of these sources haxe not been prC\'iously 
measured at 8000 M c/s. Lower frequency measure
ments of these sam.e sources indicate thaL fi \Te of 
them, including CygllU S A, haye spectra which 
cUlY~ downward at hig h frequencies on a log flux 
denSity yersus log frequency plot. This curvf1ture 
is confirmed by Lhese measuremen ts. In addiLion 
some fl ve other sources f, ppear to show cunTature 
based only on 8000 M e/s measurements. This 
work is beillg eXLended, and i t is planned thaL a list 
of flux measuremenLs for f,bout 40 radio so urces will 
soo n be an,ilable. 
~e,ts uremeJlt or mic l'owcwe radialion from t he 

phtnet 11ercury: The microwlwe emission from the 
phtneL Mercury has been measured relati \Te to the 
flux density of three r adio sources at wavelengLhs of 
3.45 and 3.75 cm, using t he 85-ft refl ector wilh two 
diITerenL radiometers. TIlle measured mean an tennll, 
LempemLure is 0.05 Ole From this \Talue a mean 
equi valen t blackbody disk temperaLure of ftbou t 
400 OK is deri ved. A subsolar point Lemperature of 
Lhe pbneL of 1l00 ± 300 OK (esL.m.e.) f),t mean 
solar dist,mce is deri \'ed if i t is f1ssumed that tile 
tempemture dis tribution of the sunli t surface of 
1!fercury varies as the one-quarter power of cos 8 
wh ere 8 is the angle of incidence of solar radiation; 
and that the temperature of Lhe dark hemisphere is 
zero. A lower subsolar temperature is obtf1ined if 
radioactiye heating and a lunar- type insul ating dust 
layer on the surface are assumed, since Lhe dark 
hemisphere will then contribute Lo the mean disk 
temperature. The effect of orbital libmtion will 
also modify the deduced subsolar temperature. 

Observations of radio sources at 1.8 cm wave
length: Observations of the microwave radiation at 
1.8 cm wavelength (16 .7 Gc/s) [rom the sources 
Cas A, Tau A, Orion nebula, M17 , and Cyg A were 
obtained. Flux density ratios to Cas A and angular 
source sizes, assuming a Gaussian shape, were 
derived. liVithin the uncer tainties of the observa
t ions, the somces appear circulaI-l~r symmetric, with 
the exception of C~Tg A, which has an cast-west 
width of 2.6' ± 0.7' and a north-south wid t h< 
1.5' . 

The cenLral component of the gnlacLic center 
so m ce, Sagit tarius A: From a n analysis of the posi
tion determinations at cen timeter wavelengths of 



the bright central component of Sagittarius A made 
with 25-m paraboloids, the right ascension of the 
galactic center was found to be 17b42 rn24.2s± 1 s 

(pe), epoch 1950. The width of this central com
ponent to half-intensity points is about 5.5 min 
of arc, which corresponds to a linear size of about 16 
pc at an assumed distance of 10 kpc, and its flux 
density at 8000 Mc/s is found to be (1.3 ± 0.2 pe) X 
10- 24 w m - 2 (Cjs) - l. 

An investigation of the supernova remnant IC 
443 at 8000 Mcjs: Using the 85-ft radio telescope 
and the 8000 Mc/s traveling-wave tube radiometer, 
a radio map of the radio source IC 443 in Gemini was 
obtained. Taurus A was used as a calibration source 
to obtain a flux density of 8.5 X 10- 25 w m- 2 (C/S) - l. 
The peak intensity at 8000 Mc/s is located iLt R.A. 
(1950) 16 11 14m 088 and Dec. (1950) N22°42'. 

Comparison of this flux density with those re
ported at lower frequencies gave a power-law 
spectrum with slope or spectriLl index of 0.39 ± 0.03 , 
with no evidence of deviation from a simple power
law spectrum. 

Solar Radio Astronomy 

The variation of the correlation of E-region ioni
zation with solar radio emission iLt differen t fre
quencies was studied. A low correlation coefficient 
at wiLvelengths greater thiLn 30 cm indicates the 
maiority of soft solar x rays responsible for E-liLyer 
ionization originate in the soliLr atmosphere below 
the source of the 30 cm radio radiation. 

The Michigan sweep-frequency records in the 100 
to 500 Mc/s and 2000 to 4000 Mc/s ranges were com
pared with the Convair-Caltech 500 to 950 Mc/s 
sweep-frequency observations. The most important 
result of the comparison was the finding thiLt fiLst 
drift bursts in the 500 to 950 Mcjs range do not gen
erally extend into the 100 to 500 Mc/s range. 

Interferometric records of Type IV bursts at 340 
and 87 Mc/s obtained at the Carnegie Department 
of Terrestr ial Magnetism were investigated. Two 
phases of Type IV are distinguished according to 
their frequency; no motion occurs for bursts detected 
at 340 Mc/s while sources at 87 may show liLrge 
movement. 

Solar x rays were found closely associated with 
centimeter-wave solar bursts and only weiLkly corre
lated with Type III bursts in spite of the inferred 
high energies of Type III electrons. Centimeter
wave bursts associiLted with Type III bursts do not 
show a sharp low frequency cutoff probiLbly because 
of an additioniLl component of synchrotron radiation 
added to the thermal component. 

An analysis of Type III bursts and related flare 
activity in 1959 was made using times when the 
Sacramento Peak and Lockhead flare patrols were 
simultaneously operating. Making an extrapolation 
to "zero" flare area, only 75 percent of the groups of 
Type III bursts can be associated with flare activity. 
Bursts clearly resulting from flares appear most 
frequently at the flash phase of the flare. An inter
esting relationship between noise storms and Type 

III bursts was found; flares occurring in regions on 
the solar disk associated with strong noise storm 
activity have iLpproximately twice the probability of 
producing Type III bursts than do flares occurring 
far from such regions. The frequency at which the 
Type III bursts first appear is also related to the 
frequency of the simultaneous noise storm. The 
duration of Type III bursts at 25 Mc/s is found to 
be 5 sec; if the duriLtion is largely determined by the 
collision frequency in th e corona, a temperature of 
2.7 million degrees is indicated . 

A theoretical model of Type III bursts was devel
oped involving the excitation of plasma oscillations 
by a coherent triLveling-wave tube type interaction 
iLnd coupling to electromagnetic WiLves by Rayleigh 
scattering. A turnover in the spectrum of the bursts 
is predicted neiLr 50 Mcis. It is suggested the bursts 
first become visible at frequencies corresponding to 
the position of the steep temperature gradien t in 
the chromosphere-corona triLnsition region. 

The occurrence of Type IV radiation from flares 
covering sunspot umbrae was investigated. The 
fraction of the total umbral iLrea of a spot group 
covered by a flare is found related to the intensity 
of the associated 2800 MC/s burst and the occurrence 
of a meter-A Type IV radiation . 

Flares consisting of slowly expanding double fila
men ts were studied. The deceleration of the expan
sional motion is greatest for flares occurring near 
large sunspot groups, and appears related to the 
magnetic preSSUTe experienced by the flare filament. 
Expanding flares may have a slightly greater prob
abil ity of producing Type IV bursts than flares of the 
same area covering the SiLme fraction of sunspot 
umbrae. 

Theoretical Studies 

The possibility of detecting radiofrequency fme 
structure transitions of the metastable H2 molecule 
in H I regions (neutral hydrogen galactic clouds) 
was investigated. Using for the number of absorbing 
molecules along the line of sight an estimate £lased 
upon the suggested iden tification oJ the 4430 A lin e 
with the H2 molecule, the optical depth of the line 
at 5898 Mc/s is found to be less than 10- 7 the optic 
depth of the 21 cm line. 

Space Radio Astronomy 

Rocket probe results: On 22 September 1962 at 
01:46 am, EST, a JOUTneyman rocket was laun ched 
from Wallops Island, Va., with aradioastronomypay
load of 1441b. Maximum altitude attained was 1700 
km, good telemetry reception being obtained through
out the flight. The experiment payload consisted of 
tlu'ee radiometers , designed to ll1eaSUTe cosmic radio 
intensity, operating simultaneously at 0.75, 1.225, 
and 2.0 Mcjs connected to a common electric dipole 
antenna 12.5 m overall length; this is only 0.03 A 
long at 0.75 Mc/s. A solid-state noise diode for 
receiver gain calibration and a cu:cuit designed to 
measure antenna capacitan ce operated satisfactorily 
with a 12-sec sampling period throughout the flight . 
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The in-flight antenna capacitance at 1.2 Mcls 
mettsured beneath the ionosphere agreed with a 
preflight ground calibmtion. The m eas ured tLpogee 
value o r antenn a captwiteLl1 ce ftt ] .2 }vIc/s was ftbout 
15 per cent below the free-spttce valu e due to the 
presen ce of residual ion ospheri c plaslll a . This sm all 
reduction r equi.res a simpl e correct ion to th e m eas
ured cosmic in tens ity at this fr equency to obLain til e 
free space valu e. Only a very small correction for 
ambient plasma is requi.red for the 2.0 M cls m easured 
intensity. The 0.75 Mcls measurem ent was seriously 
affected by ambient plasma and the local geomagnetic 
field. Further study is required to deduce even an 
approximate cosmic intensity to this frequency. 

Preliminary analysis indicates that down to 2 
Mcls there is no falloff from ft power-law spectrum 
with index 0.5, based on the best higher fr equency 
values reported. 

Instrumentation: A r eceiver sweeping over the 
range 2 to 4 Mcls every 2 sec has been developed 
for the frrst EGO satellite , emd prototypes delivered 
to NASA. Using ft 30-rt monopole opera t in g 
again st the spacecra rt as an un balall ced dipole an
ten na, it is hoped to observe solar ftnd Jovian activity 
in this .frequency range. 

A r eceiving system is under developmont for the 
first POGO saLelli te to Cft lTY out a survey of cosmic 
noise at 2.5 Mcls usin g the theoretically predicted 
ionospheric fo cusin g t o obtain directivity. The 
antenn a will b e tL 60-ft monopole oper ftt in g against 
the sp acecraft body. The an tenna impedftllce is 
monitored continuously to permit correctioll for 
effects or the locftl ionospheric plasma. 

Plftn etar y ionos pheres: Theoretic,LI work was 
done on models of the ionosphere a nd lower exo
sphere to assist in the design ft ll d in terpretation of 
data from spetce r adio astronomy ex perim ents. The 
theoretical ion distribu tions for a t hree-compon ent 
isothermlil exosphere were extended t o a multicom
ponent nonisothermal atmosphere, and mpid m eans 
were developed for constructin g such mod els , based 
on assullled fLbundances of the prin cipal ionic con
stituen ts. Dimn al variations were in cluded in 
models of the tenestriftl exosph ere, based on the 
ass umption that the totftl num bel' of H e+ and H + ions 
under terrestrial control could not vary significan tly 
over a p eriod of a day or less. These r esults ftppelir ed 
to be in. agreement with some data obtained by ion
probe measmements of true ion or electron densities 
at a few crucial altitudes. Interpretation of theoret
ical results indicates that in addition to the long-term 
temperature dependence of the abundan ces of He+ 
and H + ions , related to their rftte of escape from the 
earth as a function of temperatme, there is also a 
strong diurnal temperatme dependence of their 
peak number densities , due primarily to subsidence 
from day to night . The results also indicate that 
temperatures deduced from topside ionosphere sCftle 
heights m ay at times b e in error , due to lftck of knowl
edge of the tr ue m ean molecular weight in this region. 

Lunar ionosphere: A physical, math ematical, and 
num erical analysis was carried out of a process 
(originally investigated more crudely by H erring and 
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Lieht) for possible formation of a lunar ionosphere 
via ,t charge-excharge process involving the protons 
of the solar wind. A typical r esult with a flux of 
8 X ] 09 protons cm- 2 sec- ll at 700 OK gives a single
htyer ionosphere with a minimum electron density 
of roughly 350 cm -3 ftt 0.6 lunar radii above tbe 
subsolar point. Ther e is only slow variation with 
angle of Lh e radial location Hnd magnitude of the 
rnaxiI1lUHI of the htyer u nt i1 etbout 60° off this 
direction ; then rapid decreases in both quantities 
b egin. 

By-products of this invest ig}Ltion are a nalyt ic 
formulas [or Lhe gas velocit'y allOad of a blunt vehicle 
in the etLdy stages of entry into a planetary at
mosphere. 

Solar bursts: In connection with the 2 to 4 M c/s 
sweep r eceiver for the EGO satellite, theoretictLI 
studies were made of the nature of solar activity }tt 
low frequencies. 

Antenna studies: A number of ftspects of the 
behavior of an tLlltenna in it plltsma have been 
invest igated . Studies llftve been made of t he effect 
on rttdiation r esistance and capacitance of a short 
electric dipole of anisotropic dielectric b ehavior due 
to the presence of It stat ic magnetic field, ftnd of the 
loadi ng of such a dipole due to plasma waves. These 
studies are important [or th e interpretation of data 
obt ai ned from rad io astrollomy observations from 
splLce vehicles. 
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14. National Aeronautics and Space Agency, Goddard 
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 

Solar st1/'clies . 136 Mc/s radi ation from the S Ull 

has been monitored by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Minitrack System for the past 
year and a half. Positions of the r adio emission cen
ters have been determin ed for both quiet and active 
periods. These are presently being compared with 
flare times and positions for possible correlations. 

Low frequency galactic radiation. On Septem ber 
22, 1962, the Goddard Space Flight Cen ter an d the 
University of Michigan launched a low frequency 
radio noise probe on an ARGO D- 8 vehicle from 
Wallops Islan d, Va. The University of Michigan 
group under Professor F. 1'. H addock desigll ed the 
paylon,d to measure mdio frequency mdin,tion from 
the gttlaxy at 750, 1225, and 2000 kc/s with a 12.5-m 
dipole n,n ten n a. The pro be reached a peak apogee 
or 1700 km , and gn,ln,ctic rn,diation was measured at 
all three frequen cies. In addition, the antenna 
cn,p n,citn,ll ce was m easured throughout the flight in 
order to m easure the local electron densities. The 
2000 and 1225 kc/s observations required only sm all 
corrections for the ionosph er e, but t he 750 kc/s m eas
urem ents require extensive iLnalysis before the cosmic 
intensity at this frequency can be dedu ced. Pre
liminary indicn, tions are th,Lt the spectrum or cosmic 
flux is still a str aight lin e CUl"ve down to 1225 kc/s. 

This probe was the first phase of a program aimed 
at low-frequency observation s from scientific earth 
satellites . 

Radio star scintillations. A new 85-[t parabolic 
antenn n, facility was constructed in Fairbanks, 

Alaska, in the summ er of 1962 by t he Goddard Space 
Flight Center. The facility was designed primarily 
for data acquisition from scientific earth satellites, 
but the fu·s t use of the antenna h as been a study of 
radio star scintillations caused by the auroml iono
sphere. This work is being condu cted for Goddard 
by the Geophysical Institute of the University of 
Alaska. 136 Mc/s and 1700 Mc/s are the prim n,ry 
frequencies. In addition to the 85-ft antenna, 136 
Mc/s observations are being made with Godd,Lrd'" 
20-db yn,gi antenna at th e Fan:banks Minitrack 
Station and with the Geophysical Institute's in ter
ferometers at 68, 223, and 456 M c/s. Radio star 
observations plus measurements of satellite signals 
during auroral activity have shown thn,t multiplfl 
scattering in the auroral ionospher e is respon sihlR for 
the scintilbtion phenomenon. 
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15. National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. 
In response to the request for mn Lerin1 for tb e 

URSI Nation al Commit tee repor t, we ]u\,\Ie very 
li ttle of strictly astronomical in Lerest Lo submit. 
Most of our obser vations of radio-as Lronomical 
sources are primftrily for geophysical purposes. 
Although there are no published results, Dr. Bowles 
has made recen t observation of radar echoes from 
Venus. 

Daily obser vfttions of Venus wer e carri ed out 
from ~o\' embe r 28 Lhrough D ecember 7, 1962, 
using the radar at Jicama rcll, P eru . Pulses of 
0.5 ,wd 3 msec dura Lion were used at a frequ ency of 
49.92 M c/s. Th e echo was receilTed in bursts of 5 
to 15 sec, wi th signal-Lo-noise ratios as high as 3:l. 
The D oppler spread of the recei \Ted signlll was of tbe 
order of ± 1 cis. CompleLe r educLion and inte rpre
tation of these obsel"lTa tions are in progress. 

16. National Center for Atmospheric Research 
High Altitude Observatory, Boulder, Colo. 

The work since the London General Assembly hfl.s 
concen trated in to t hree areas of low-frequ ency radio 
as tronomy: (1) Solar d ecam etric emission ; (2) Jupi te r 
decametric emission ; (3) ionospheric scintilhtLion all d 
absorp tion. Equipmen t used in these studies in
cludes at Boulder fixed-frequ ency in terferometers at 
36, 18, fw d M c/s, the latte r on a No rLh-Sou th 
baseline, and a swept-frequency in terferometer in the 
range 7.6 to 41 M c/s. ]n addi tion , Lhe observatory 
coordinates obser vations made wiLh 18 M c/s total 
power radiometers a t Lake Angelus, :Mich., Honolulu, 
Bagnio (near M anila in t he Philippines), and Rome, 
Italy. 

The ionospheric studi es include a discussion of 
low-frequeYlcy ftbsorp Lion at Hawaii [SLeiger and 
Warwick, 1961], and of synchro tron emission fol
lowing the 9 July 1962 high-alLitude atomic explosion , 
t he "Stftrnsb" sho t, work still in preparation. Ob
servations o( unusual in terference from manm ade 
sources were presen ted [Warwick, 1963] wi th obser
vations and di scussion of natural terresLrial deca· 
metric so nrces. Scin tilla tions obser ved wi th the 
spectrograph were discussed by Warwick [19631l]; 
the emphasis was th<1,t Lhese ph enomena are broad
band, covering 2:1 or more in freqnency, and often 
are caused by wave trains in the high ionosphere. 
Data on scin tillations of Cassiopeia A h ave been 
obtained nightly and therefore include, as well as 
scin tillations, observations of gross ionospheric r e
fraction; analysis is continuing. The da ta on solar 
bursts and sudden cosmic noise absorptions from the 
18 M c/s radiometers are reported monthly in the 
CRPL F -Series. P art B . 

During the day, the Boulder spectrograph tracks 
the sun. Since July 1959 this equipmen t has regis
tered most of the impor tan t low-frequency solar 
emission events available at OLlr longitude. These 
have been scaled and r eported, since 1\1arch 1961, 
in CRPL F-Series, Par t B. Con tinuation of these 
scalings back to the flrst operation of the equipment 
is underway, and will appear as a spec ial Observft tory 
repor t. Analysis of the positions of many o( the 
impor tan t even ts is in progress, wi th r edu ctio ns 
under the direction of" Adelle Wigh t man, essen tially 
complete for the following: 

20 JLll~- ] 961 , 6 Sep tember 1961 , 10 September 
] 961, 28 :-)eptember 1961, 22 April 1962 

J. ~1. )'1alville finished his disser ta tion to t lte Uni
versiLy of Colomdo during the repor t period (June 
1961) . Using flare optical and radio observatioJ1s 
from Boulder , Sacramento P eak, F or t D iLvis, and 
Loch:heed, h e d iscussed statistical relations between 
op tical and radio phenomena, as well as a deLailed 
physical mechanism of th e two-stream instabi li ty 
type for generat ion o( T ype J.ll bmsts. This work 
h iLS been partially published (M alville, 1962a , b). 
Lee and Warwick (1962) submi t ted a descrip tion of 
the Boulder spectrograph for Lhe U.S. R epor t on 
radi o as tronomiciLl techniques to appear in con
:iunct io n wi th the Austr alia n group in the Australian 
J nstitu Le of Electrical Engineers. Included wer e 
dynamic spectra of a T ype HI harmonic burst at 
8 ).1c/s, and of Jupi ter 's decametric emission . 

Jupiter 's decametric emission occupi ed a co nsid
erable frnction of" t he obsen Ting program wi t ll t he 
spect l"ogmph during t he repor t peri od . The seco nd 
generation of t heory based on the spectrograph 
obser n1,tions has ltOW appeared [Warwick, 1963 b, 
c, d] . D escrip t ions of t his work in early versions 
appeared in 1960 and 1961 [Warwick, 1960, 1961 <1" 
b] . D ata from 1962 are scaled in preliminary fashion 
but are not yet fully incorpomted in to the full data 
on which the theory is based. 1962 and 1963 data 
will be incorpora ted in a report to be prepared for 
Annual Review of Astronomy [1963e] . The main 
emphasis of these results is on the obsenrational 
fact that Jupiter 's dynamic spectrum is different 
from one longitude range to another , but closely 
repeatable within a given longitude range. As 
was emphasized previously [VVarwick, 1960, 196 1b] 
the dynamic spectra appeared to us inco nsisten t 
with t he plasma oscillation t heory of these bursts 
that had been the only theory developed to explain 
them. before our obsClTations. Since the frequency 
of emission , although yariable from longitude to 
longitud e, was fL'(ed to a surprising exten t at a given 
longitude, we felt t hat the primary generation of t he 
emission was at the gyroJrequency, e.g., closely tied 
to t he local , stable magnetic fleld in Jupi ter 's a tmos
phere. Other workers [Barrow, 1960] had concluded 
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on emission at or near the gyrofrequency; howe1r er, 
t hey had postulated initial generation of the emission 
OI-e1' a wide bandwidth . Propagation effects then 
perillitted (so these early theories continued) escape 
of only one polarization mode, and within a nalTOW 
frequency range. Our theory, on the other hand, 
dealt with a narroJvband mechanism for generation 
of t he waITes, in a CerenkolT effect. 

Another noyelty of the Boulder theory consisted 
in its disregard for the apparent burst structure of 
the decametric emission . Our data indicated a 
strong conn ection between the character (e.g., 
burs tiness) of the emission and the character of 
ionospheric radio star scintillation observed simul
taneously [W rtrwick, 1963b]. Also, we found position 
shifts of the emission during " bursts" on some 
occasions. The conclusion was that ionospheric 
scintillations, albeit of shorter duration and perhaps 
grertter amplitude than exhibited by radio stars, 
were responsible for the bursty character. These 
effects co uld be related to the small size of Jupi ter 's 
decametric emission source. If one order of magni
tude sm aller source is required to change the scin til-

lation dura tions by the observed order of magnit ude, 
then the source at Jupiter must be smaller than a 
typical radio star (Cygnus A"-'l'), e.g., perhaps 
5 sec of arc. This is consistent with Jupiter's 
decametric source size as inferred from the theory. 
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17. National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Greenbank, 
W. Va. 

During the period cO ITered by this report (Septem
ber 1960 to F ebruary 1963) work at the KRAO has 
been primarily in the areas of planets, galactic and 
extragalactic non thermal sources, and H II regions. 
The principal observing ins trument in use has been 
the 85-ft Tatel telescope. It has been used for 
various programs at wavelengths of 3.75 , 10, 21 , 40, 
and 68 cm. References to published results of work 
by-visitors and staff are ginn in the bibliography. 

In March 1962 a 40-ft diam transit telescope was 
put into operation to inves tigate possible long term 
variations in the intensity of radiation from certain 
sources . Operation of the telescope and receivers 
is fully automatic. Obser vations of Cas A and 
several other sources are made daily at frequencies of 
750 Mc/s and 1400 Mc/s. This program will 
continue for several years. 

The 300-f t transit telescope was put into operation 
in Sep tember 1962. Built under the direction of 
J. W. Findlay, it operates to 21 cm walrelength, 
where its beamwidth is 10 min of arc. It is in use 
by visitors and staff members on programs of dis
crete sources, badcground emission, galaxies, sup er
nova remnants, H II regions, galactic and extra
galactic 21 cm line, and planets. 
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18. Ohio State University Radio Observatory, 
Columbus, Ohio 

I n:strumental development. CO llsLrucLion of 260 fL 
of the standing parabola liltfl,ble flat l"efiecLol" radio 
Lelescope has been completed through support from 
t he X aLional Science Foundation [Kraus, Nash, and 
1(0, 1961]. The antenna consists of fl, 360- by 70-ft 
fLxed sLanding paraboloid and a 260- by 100-ft 
tiltable fia t reflector, giving a usable aperture area 
of 1 ,200 ft2. The antenna has been operated at 
frequencies from 20 to 2500 Mc/s. At 2000 Mc/s 

. the antenna has half-power beam widths of 7 by 26 
min of arc in right ascension and declination. 

R eceivers have been constmcted for simul taneous 
operation at 600 and 1400 Mc/s (continuum) and 
oLher receivers are ullder constmction for additional 
frequencies. The 1400 Mc/s receiver has a para
metric preamplifier giving an nns receiver noise of 
0.1 OK with a 14 sec time constant. A digital 
output system has been developed for data processing 
and storage purposes. The new radio Lelescope has 
been in operation since November 1962 at 600 and 
1400 Mc/s for study of discrete somces and general 
background mapping. 

Theory oj mdw telescope antennas. The inter
action of statistical radio radiation with radio 
antennas has been studied, and the response of an 
elliptically polarized antenna to a quasi-mono
chromatic, partially polarized radio wave treated 
using coherence theory [Ko, 1962] and other tech
niques [Ko, 1961a]. Various antenna parameters 
essential in the interpretation of radio telescope 
records are defined and their relations established 
[Ko, 1961b]. In particular, an analytical solution 
was derived for determining the disk temperature 

and the flux density of an extended radio so urce 
using pencil beam anLennas. 

Cygnus and 11([31 maps. Maps of the Cygnus 
region at 1400 Mc/s (:'1enon, 1963) and M31 at 
600 and 1400 Mc/s [Kraus, 1963] are being prepared 
from observations wiLh the 260-ft telescope. The 
high resoluLion of Lhe telescope at 1400 Mc/s rc"cals 
much interesting fine structure. 

Radio studies oj emission nebulae. During 1962 
Menon published two studies based on observaLions 
he made before he joined the O.S.U. staff. These 
involve the Rosette nebula [Menon, 1962a] and the 
Orion nebula [Menon, 1962b]. Comparison of the 
density distribution in the Rosette nebula and the 
Orion nebula suggests certain characteristic differ
ences in the possible modes of formation of the 
associated clusters. 

Radio star scintillation. Observations of Cygnus 
A scintillation at 945 Mc/s were mfl,de continuously 
over a period of one year [Ko, 1960] using the O.S.U . 
steerable 40-ft parabolic dish an tenna. The scin
tillat,ion is strongest near the horizon and ampli tude 
scintillation greater than 10 percent was observed at 
low altitude angles for 71 percent of the Lotal 
observations. The scintillation characteristics are 
markedly affected by the presence of aurorae. The 
frequency of occurrence of scintillation follows a 
seasonal variation having two maxima, one in the 
winter and the other in the summer. 

Earth satellite ob~ervatwns . A statistical study of 
the satellite ionization phenol11.enon has been made 
[Kraus and Tiuri, 1962]. The satellite-induced 
ionization appears to peak at the time of near 
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approach of the satellite or somewhat before with 
most effects occurring in the interval of 20 min 
before to 10 min after the satellite's passage. 
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19. Stanford Radio Astronomy Institute, Stanford, Calif. 
W'ol'k itt Stanford Raclio Astronomy Institute 

included investigations of large antennas and theo
retical studies connected with various questions of 
as tronom.ical 0 bservin g. 

Picken itnd Swarup modified the spectroheliograph 
by the addition of two equatorial 10-ft paraboloids 
to produce 0.9' east-west and 1.5' north-south fitl1 
beams and obtained high-resolution polarization 
data for solar active regions. Solar maps taken 
daily with the 3' X 3' pencil beam were published by 
the National Bureau of Standards, and special maps 
were furnished in connection with eclipse and rocket 
observations . The spectrum of the slowly varying 
component of solar radio emission associated with 
sunspot groups was determined by combining high
resolution observations obtained at Stanford at 
9.1 cm with those obtained at Sydney, Ottawa, [md 
Nagoya at wavelengths of 21 , 10.7, 7.5, and 3.2 cm. 

The moon was investigated with a 2.3' X 2.5° 
fan beam in various position angles at 9.1 cm ; the 
center- to-limb variation was compatible with that 
expected for a smooth surface with dielectric con
stant 1.1 to 1.2. The brightness temperature varied 
as the square root of the cosine of the latitude. 
The surface of the moon, to a depth of at least 
several meters, has a porosity of 80 to 95 percent. 

Observations of Vir A, Cen A, Tau A, Sag A, 
Orion nebula, and Omega nebula were made with a 
wide-band parametric amplifier (,0,T= O.l OK) and a 
2.3' fan beam, some detail being resolved in almost 
each case. The central part of Cen A was 
resolved into two components separated by 4.8' 
east-west. The north-east component was found 
to be 15 percent polarized. Observations of Cyg A 
with a 0.9' fan beam gave a first direct measuremen t 
of the separation of the two concentrations . 

Interest in satellite observations was continued. 
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20. University of Texas, Austin, Tex. 
The investigation of extratelTestrinl r adiation by 

the Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory of 
the University of Texas between the wavelengtbs of 
4.3 and 2.15 mm has been restricted to solar, lunar, 
and planetary meaeurements because of the nature 
of detectable levels of emission at these wavelengths. 
Attempts have been made to detect and measure 
4.3 mm radiation from Cygnus X, A, and B, Cas
siopeia A, and the nebula of Orion with negative 
results . The upper limit of the level of emission 
from these "radio stars" has been set at approxi
mately 10- 22 w m- 2 (C/S)-1 at 4.3 mm as a result of 
the observations. 

Sixty-inch searchligh t type antennas h ave been 
used successfully over the interval of 4.3 to 2.15 mm 
for the measurement of solar and lunar radiation 
levels. The radio telescope currently being used to 
monitor the disLribution of brightness over the solar 
disk has a nominal antenna beamwidth of 9 min of 
arc at the observing wavelength of 3 mm. 

Observations of solar emission at 4.3 mm were 
made during the 15 February 1961 solar eclipse from 
a site ncar Pisa, Italy, with a radio telescope mounted 
on a flatb ed lruck . ~ [easmements of 4.3 mm lunar 
emission over t he period of a lunation and during 
the 25 August 1961 lunar eclipse were made simul
taneousl~T with the truck-mounted radio telescope 
located near Huntsville, Ala., and a radio telescope 
located at Austin, Tex. Mobility of the radio tele
scope is desirable in order to allow relatively easy 
placement of the instrument at locations from which 
astronomical events can be observed and to permit 
a rapid change of location in case of predicted inclem-

ent weather. A similar millimeter wavelength truck
mounted radio telescope of "improved design" is be
ing assembled to observe the July 1963 solar eclipse. 

A construction contr act, supported by the N a
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, has 
been let with the Phil co Corporation to fabricate 
and install at the Electrical Engineering Research 
Laboratory a 16-ft diam antenna with a parabolic 
surface figured for useful operation at wavelength 
of 2 mm. Installation of tbe antenna and astro
dome housing is scheduled to be completed by the 
first quarter of 1963. The antenna is expected to 
provide a capability for measuring the planetary 
emission levels at the "window frequencies" of the 
earth's atmosphere beLwee n 1 cm and 2 mm wave
lengths. The antenna will also have a useful higher 
degree of resolution of t he emission from areas of 
the moon. The larger capture area is also expected 
to provide a capabili t.v for detecting celestial emis
sion levels. 
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;(21. U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 
'r Organization and Facilities 

The Radio Astronomy Branch consists of four 
sections, including three groups working principally 
in planetary, gal actic, and extragalactic observations 
of brightness and polarization, and one group de
voted to radar astronomy, principally lunar range 
measurements. Observational work is carried on 

t at the main station of the Laboratory and at Mary
land Point Observatory on the north shore of the 
Potomac River in Charles Co unty, Md. The prin-

1 cipal observational instruments are an 84-ft equa
torial reflector useful to wavelengths of 10 cm, 

t located at Maryland Point, and two solid-surface 
reflectors at the main laboratory, one a 50-ft alt
azimuth reflector useful to wavelengths less than 2 
cm, and the other a lO-It equ atorial reflector useful 
at wavelengths as shor t as 4 mm. 

Several changes have taken place in the person
nel named in previous reports . C. M. Bowden re
signed to enter a teaching post at University of 
Richmond, and C. R. Grant and F. Wrigley trans
ferred to Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA. 

The Branch was joined by B. L . Gary from Univer
sity of Michigan, by S. Knowles from the Naval 
Observatory, by D. L. Hammond and R. E. Morden 
from Sound Division, MRL, and by J. P. Hollinger 
from George Washington University. 

Programs 

Further observations have been made by Mayer , 
McCullough, and Sloanaker with the 50-ft reflector 
to investigate the polarization of the radiation from 
the strongest discrete sources at wavelengths of 3. 15, 
3.47, and 9.4 cm. The measurements were made 
using rotat ing, linearly polarized, horn feed antennas 
at the focus of the reflector, which permitted only 
linearly polarized components of the radiation to be 
distinguished. 

At 3.15 cm, strong, linearly polarized components 
were observed for Cygnus A, Centaurus A , and the 
Crab nebula. The measurements show partial linear 
polarization of about 8 percent at a position angle of 
approximately 143 deg for Cygnus A, about 13 per
cent at 144 deg position angle for Centaurus A, and 
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subs tan tiate the value of about 7 percent lineal' 
polarization for the Crab nebula at 143 deg position 
angle as determined from previous measurements 
with the 50-ft reflector. In addition, several other 
sources were investigated at 3.15 cm which showed 
no measurable polarization , and the quality of the 
observations for these sources set upper limits for 
the fraction of linear polarization at about 7f percent 
for Cassiopeia A, and 1 percent for the Orion nebula, 
the Omega nebula, Virgo A, and Sagittarius A, and 
of about 3 percent for the planet Venus. 

The observations at 9.4 cm wavelength sub
stantiate previous measurements at wavelengths 
near 10 cm of a linearly polarized component of 
3 to 4 percent of the total radiation from the Crab 
nebula, and confirm the earlier negative results with 
an upper limit of roughly 1 percent for linear polari
zation for both Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A. An 
upper limit of 1 percent was put on the degree of 
of polarization of Virgo A, but Centaurus A gave 
a result of 7 percent at 121 ° at this wavelength. 

A solid-state maser amplifier at 9.4 cm wavelength 
designed by W. K. Rose of the Columbia University 
Radiation Laboratory and NRL, followed by a 
superheterodyne radiometer designed by J. M. 
Bologna and Rose was installed on the 84-ft re
flector in June 1962. The maser is operated at a 
bandwidth of about 18 Mc/s and a gain of about 20 
db. The IF bandwidth of the radiometer is 20 
Mc/s. The equivalent noise temperature of the 
system is about 95 oK, including an estimated 25 oK 
background noise picked up by the antenna. The 
rms output fluctuation is 0.013 oK with a 7-sec 
receiver integration time. 

Observations with this equipment were made by 
Rose, Bologna, and Sloanaker during the months 
July- October 1962. Flux and linear polarization 
measurements, using a rotating, plane-polarized, 
feed-antenna, were made of a number of radio 
sources listed in the Third Cambridge Catalogue, 
andc~of the planets Jupiter and Saturn. The follow
ing results were obtained at 9.4 cm wavelength for 
the degree of linear polarization and position angle 
of the E-vector of the polarized component for six 
sources: 3C- 295, 3.4 percent ± 0.9 percent (pe) at 
168°± 15° (pe); Hercules - A, 9.0 percent ± 1.6 per
cent at 36° ± 10° ; 3C-433, 5.9 percent ± 1.9 percent 
at 128° ± 18° ; 3C- 48, 4.2 percent ± 1.2 percent at 
60° ± 16° ; 3C-286, 7.4 percent ± 1.7 percent at 45° ± 
12°; and 3C-147, 4.0 percent ± 0.8 percent at 94°± 
11 0 . Observations of the 9.4 cm radiation from 
Jupiter established that during the observing period 
the degree of linear polarization was 21 percent, the 
positions of the magnetic poles with respect to Sys
tem III were 190° and 10°, the angle of tilt between 
the magnetic axis and the rotational axis was 12°, 
and the mean equivalent blackbody disk tempera
ture was 658 oK ± 39 oK (pe). Measurements on 
Saturn during the same period indicate that the 
9.4 cm radiation is linearly polarized with the maxi
mum E-vector direction nearly parallel to the axis 
of rotation in contrast to Jupiter where the E-vector 
maximum is more nearly parallel to the equator. 

The measured, equivalent blackbody disk tempera
tUTeS for Saturn were 141 °K ± 20 oK (pe) for the 
E-vector parallel to the planet's rotational equator 
and 213 °K ± 18 oK (pe) for the E-vector perpen~ 
dlCular to the equator. The meaSUl'ements give a 
lower limit for the degree of lipear polarization of 
20 percent ± 8 percent (pe). 

A search for 3.15 cm wavelength, circularly 
polarized radiation from discrete sources was made 
during the months of October and November 1962 
using the 50-It reflector by C . H. Mayer and J. P. 
Hollinger of the Radio Astronomy Branch and P. J. 
Allen of the Tracking Radar Branch. No evidence 
for circular polarization within the error limits of 
the experiment was found for the eight sources 
observed. The observations established upper limits 
for the percentage circular polarization of less than 
1 percent for the sources Cassiopeia A and Taurus A; 
less than 2 percent for the Omeo'a nebula Orion 
nebula, Cygnus A, and Sagittarius""A; and le'ss than 
5 percent for Centaurus A and Virgo A. 

The series of observations of the 3.15 cm radiation 
from Venus which were begun early in March 1961 
by Mayer, McCullough., and Sloanaker using the 
50-It reflector. were contmued through August 1961. 
The observatlOns were spread over a considerable 
range of phase angle of solar illumination of from 
about 118 deg before the inferior conjunction of April 
11th to about 54 deg after conjunction and were 
mad~ primarily for the purpose of more' accurately 
defimng the dependence of the average radio bri O'ht
ness over the disk on the phase angle, which h ad been 
inferred from earlier 3.15 cm observations using the 
50-ft reflector. The measurements were made with 
a superheterodyne radiometer similar to those 
previously used to meaSUTe Venus with this reflector 
but with improved sensitivity b~T a factor of about 2: 

The observations show that the equivalent black
body disk temperature of Venus varies with the 
phase of solar illumination in essentially the wav 
suggested by the earlier measurements. A good 
representation of the datfL is obtained b~T fitting it to 
the first two terms of a Fourier series, T bb= < T bb> 
+ xcos (phase angle - e ) . The time-average value 
of the blackbody disk temperature < T bb> is approx
imately 630 oK , and the most probable value of th e 
amplitude X is between about 70 and 90 oK. The 
observations show that the minimum disk tempera
ture occurs at a phase angle of about 12 deg after 
inferior conjunction; this phase lag suggests that the 
rotation period of Venus is not the ' same as the 
orbital period, and that the rotation is retrograde. 

The observations of Venus at 4.3 mm by Grant 
and Corbett during the 1961 conjunction period 
yielded a mean value for brightness temperature of 
350 oK with an uncertainty of + 50°/-30° probable 
error. No evidence could be detected of a phase 
dependence. Earlier measurements at 8.6 mm by 
Gibson during the 1959 conjunction were found t'o 
give 410 oK with an uncertainty of + 30°/- 20° 
probable error. These millimeter-wave results are 
mutually compatible, and indicate the need for data 
in the 1 to 3-cm range, wherein lies the transition to 
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the higher brightness temperatUl'es of the centimeter 
rano·e. 

Gibson and Corbett calTied out an extensive ob
servational program at 1.35 cm wavelength on 
Venus dUTing the 1962 con:junction. The mean 
brigh tness temperatUl'e indicated by sever al repre
sentative occasions is 520 oK , with a proba ble errol' 
of ± 40°. Additional data not yet r educed may 
slightly increase this temperatUl'e value. Since l.35 
cm is the principal water vapor resonance and since 
the temperature measUl'ed was not signifi.cantly 
different from adjacent wavelengths it may be con
cluded that water vapor if present is not abundant, 
or alternately, that the water vapor is at an elevated 
temper ature. 

DUl'ing August and September of 1961, A. C. 
Miller and B. L. Gary measUl'ed the continuumradia
tion from. Jupiter at 1440 M c/s (20.8 cm). MeasUl'e
ments were made on 16 nights in August with the 
feed horn polarized favorably (roughly parallel to 
Jupiter 's cquator) with respect to the polarized 
component of r adiation, and on 17 nights in Septem
ber with the horn in the orthogonal, or unfavorable, 
position. The average equivalent blackbody tem
peratUl'es recorded for the two series were 3630 
°K ± 300° rms and 2190 °K ± 400° rms, respectively. 
The data can be reasonably interpreted to indicate 
a degree of linear polarization of 25 to 45 per cent, 
which is compatible wi th 33 percent polarization re
ported by R adhakrishnan fLnd Roberts at 960 Mc/s 
and 28 per cent repor ted by Morris and Bero'e at 
1390 M c/s. Variations in disk temperatUl'e were 
observed, which are consistent with the previous 
observations ma,de in 1959 at 1430 Mc/s by McClain, 
Nichols, and Waak, who suggested a correlation with 
rotation of the planet. Support for this correlation 
with rotation is given by Morris and Berge who made 
meaSUl'ements at 1390 Mc/s that argue for a model 
in which Jupiter 's magnetic poles are inclined about 
9°±3° with respect to the planet's rotational axis, 
and located a,t 20° ± 10° and 200° ± 10° System III 
longitude (9l'55m29s.35). Least-square ailalysis of 
Oul' data shows a consistency with the above model, 
and indicate that the magnetic pole near 20° longi
tude is located in the northern hemisphere. FutUl'e 
instrumentation will be designed to measure linear 
polarization on an hour-to-hoUl' basis. 

Earlier measurements of Jupiter at 1440 Mc/s 
were made during May, June, and July 1960 by 
A. C. Miller , when unfortunately Jupiter 's position 
was in the galactic plane, greatly complicating the 
data reduction. However , it is hoped that at ~lea,st 
a mean temperature value for the north-south polari
zation dUl'ing th at period will be obtainable. 

The mean distan ce to the moon was rel)orted by 
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory from radar 
meaSUl'ements taken over one month in 1957. This 
value was obtained by neglectin g a t ime varyin g 
effect b etween the measured and calculated daily 
distance measurements. It was helieved that this 
effect is related t o the topographic features of the 
moon , and that if this could be established , tbe value 
of the mean distance to the moon might he improved. 

However , due to th e large scatter of the residuals 
(radar distance min us calculated distance) and the 
limited number of observations, the variations could 
not be consisten tly explained. 

In order to determine the efFects of the residual 
variations on the mean distance correction, an 
extended lun ar r adar observation program was 
initiated in Octobel 1959 and con tinued to July 1960 
by B. S. Yaplee, S. H. Knowles, A. Shapiro, K. J . 
Craig of NHL, and C. Brouwer of Yale University 
Observatory. It was planned to obtain redundant 
measurements from specific reflecting areas. This is 
possible because as observations are taken over 
several lunar months, the cen ter of the radar beam 
traces similar ellipt ical paths on the lunar surface. 
This redundan cy permits one to determin e the radar 
heights of these areas on the moon, and possibly show 
a relationship with optical topography. 

It was possible to associate several observations 
separated by one 01' more months with particular 
areas on the moon's surface . These were then aver
aged over 1 deg selenographic squares and plotted 
as a map. The derived r adar map shows some 
correlation with the optical map obtained from the 
Army Map Service. Though some correlation is 
noted, it is not as much as had been expected. This 
result must b e accepted with caution, as the accu
mcv of the optical map is less than the potential 
acc'm acy of the radar map, and the actual reflectin g 
areas are difficult to establish . 

The scatter of the daily measurements was con
siderably reduced by improving t he radar system 
performance and using longer integration times for 
each observrttion. However the basic aCCUl'acy of 
the measurement technique was still limi ted by t he 
uncer taint:y of the position of the leading edge of the 
echo as it emerged from the noise level. Further
more, even tbough the spread of the radar measure
ments from the same general area was in most cases 
comparable to tbe daily scatter, a few observations 
exceeded the daily spread. The causes for this large 
scatter are now being investigated . Even though 
these limitations will add some uncertainty to the 
final result, there is sufficient evidence to justify 
the use of the radar map for refining the mean lun ar 
distance. Using the best known constants, including 
1738 km for the moon's radius , and applying radar 
topographic corrections to the residuals , a value of 
384,400,400 ± 1200 m was obtained for the mean 
dist ance to the moon. Due to the large error estimate 
which is almost entirely due to the un certainty of 
1 km in the moon 's radius, the r adar topographical 
corrections did not affect the mean distance signifi
cantly. The mean distance reported here will b e 
proposed to the IAU Symposium No. 21 "The 
System of Astronomical Constan ts" to be adopted as 
a constant. 

J. Waak of NRL and Dr. Nancy G. Roman of NASA 
are analyzing 3-color photoelectric photometry 
observations made chiefly in 1958 by Miss Roman 
(then of NRL) at McDonrtld Observatory. The 
observations covel' strtrs brigh ter than m pg = 12.0 in 
cer tain of Kapteyn's Selected Areas as well as several 
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other regions. The Selected Areas which have been 
observed are SA 9, 13, 14, 15,29,· 30, 31, 32, 33,34, 
35, 53, 56, 54 , 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 64, 74, 78, 79, 80, 
81, 82, 83, 87, 98, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 110, 128, 
and 129. Selected stars in the Hamburg catalogue 
as well as high-latitude K stars observed spectro
scopically by Edmondson, and certain high-latitude 
giants selected by Luis Munch from Tonanzintla 
plates have also been observed. The main purpose 
of this program is to determine if an ultraviolet 
"excess" can be conveniently used as an observa
tional population discriminant. 

Instrumenta tion 

The design and deyelopment of modifications to 
to the SECASI- NRL telescopes for mnJeing photo
metric measurements of Ha emission from the sun 
and Jupiter is being continued by Edelson n,nd 
Santini. The optical and mechanical components 
are in their final stages of assembly. Design of sup
porting electronic equipment for the receiver a nd 
planetary guidance systems is proceeding according 
to plan. Two photomultiplier tubes that were tested 
were rejected because of too low response at the 
operating wavelength. Preliminary measurements 
of a third 9558 photomultiplier indicates t hrtt the 
tube is acceptable, having a radiant sensitivity of 
2.74 X IO- 2 J..LA /J..LvV at \6563. The facilities for 
mounting the telescopes at Maryland Point Ob
servatory have been completed. 

Under supervision of James E. Kenney, tlle sur
face of the 84-ft radio telescope was recently ad
justed by D. S. Kennedy so t hat the maximum 
target error was %4 of an inch. Subsequent measure
ment revealed the aperture efficiency to be sub
stantially unchanged at 40 to 45 percent. This 
finding lends some weight to the possibility tJJat 
mesh surfaces act in some not understood way 
and that high efficiency approaching 60 to 65 per
cent is not possible with t his type surface. Consid
eration is being given to replacing the mesh with 
sheet metal to test the matter further. 

A double Dicke radiometer has been designed and 
built by E . F. McClain and James E. Kenney. The 
receiver employs high quality isolators built by 
Melabs, Palo Alto, Cali!'. , and a double pole double 
throw diode switch of excellent quality provided by 
Microwave Associates. The IF frequency extends 
from 8.5 Mc/s to U .5 Mc/s so that all open bands 
are in the hydrogen line frequency allocation. Low 
pass filters are employed to eliminate any 10 cm 
radar signals. The receiver will be used with a ro
tating feed horn for polarization studies. 
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22. Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 
Planetary irwestigations: Semicontinuous moni

toring of the decameter spectrum pl'imanly H,t 20 and 
22.2 Mc/s with phase-swi tched, pha e-sensit i loe-de
tecting in terfero meters has helped to esLablish Lhe 
conclusion t l1ftt Jupiter a nd t he sun :tre the only 
strong solar system decametric sources. Only Sat
urn seems to be a likely further possibili ty a bove 20 
Mc/s,. and this only on rare and as yet doubtful 
occaSIOns. 

D ouglas has analyzed our obsenrations and those 
of most other observers to deri,-e a definiti\Te dec
ametric rotation period for Jupiter, now adop ted by 
t he IAU: System III (1957.0) P = 9b55m29.37 s . H e 
has shown that this period has not changed sys
tematically by more t han half a seco nd over the 
decade 1951- 1961, also t hat t here is no evidence fol' 
irregular change as large as 2 or 3 sec. 

vVe find that Jupitel" s emission is co ncenLratedin 
t hree longitud e region s. F l'equellcy-drif t ing burs t 
groups IHLYe boe n demonsLrated, Lhe rnte of drifL 
being of t he order or a Jll egftC~Tcle per minu te. Th e 
noise storms bellfLI'e as Lhough theil' rad i:lLion tended 
to fill an eseape cone from Jupiter coincidin g roughly 
with t he longit ud es of cenLml llleridi itl1 over whi ch 
t he s torms are li eard, but with a Lendency for sha rp 
and discrete en han eell lC llts or the eilliss ion for periods 
of a few minu tes up to a n hour Ol' III ore. 

Sp:leed-rcceiloer experiments with b:tse lines up to 
100 km ha l'e shown the presence of :t rich p:LtLern of 
very fine st ru cLure (0.01 to 1 sec) in the Jupiter (and 
occasionally t he solar) decametrie emission , which 
ranges from perfect correlation in form und Lime 
down to se l'entl thousa nd ths of a seco nd ttt s taLions 
100 km :Lpart, to complete lack of co rrehLtion in fo rm 
and time. vVe provisionally co nclude Lbat Lhe very 
fine structme does not arise in the or-di nary high 
ionospheri c region s wbich produce the tradit ional 
radio-star scint illation , butmtJler in higher regions, 
perhaps at the boundary of t he terrestrial magneto
sphere . Certain drif ting events which appear with 
time lags up to 1 sec between the stations may arise 
from interplanetary plasma clouds. 

Polarization studies show that about 97 percent 
of the decametric storms at 22 M c/s have dominant 
right-circular polarization. Left-circular polariza
tion tends to occur at rare in tervals, for durations 
of about 10 min, and from the principal emission 
lobe of the planet. 

The strongest storms seem to invohoe, for periods 
of several hours, about 10 lD w of radiated decametric 
power above 5 M c/s, but a more reasonable a lrerage 
emission from the planet as :1 whole, Olrer time, is 
probably abou t 108 w- in t he same energy range as 
the microwave emission. 

1.Varwick:'s interpretation would imply tha t t he 
noise storms should coincide with a type of a,ctiloity 
which , on the earth, produces strong auroras; ,1 very 
careful search in H o: has es tablished tha t :Lt least in 
the au t umn of 1962 no mean auroral actiyity along 
10-sec-of-arc portions of the limb of Jupiter w as 
present with an average intensity as great as t hree 
times that of a strong terrestrial H o: flUl"ora. 

N onplanetary i[westigations: The radio star 3048 
was shoWJl not to h,tlre been a nova, a supernova, or 
el'en a vari :Lble s Lar wi th ampli t ude much greater 
Lhan 0.4 mag . since l H9 7. 

Antenna a nd radiometer design and construction 
has been catT icd out to ward the techniqu e of us ing 
broad banding as :t supplement Lo an tenna, 
direc ti I·i tv. 

Observ'fttional problems currenLly und er nctil'e in
loestigation: l,ow- freq uency ionospheri c refraction 
and refraction :lI1o lllali es; positiolls and motions of 
solar dec:Lmetric source regions; synopLic mon itoring 
of .Jupiter and other possibl e sou rces; fino-sLructure 
analysis; study of poht ri z:tl ioll Itt se veral frequencies; 
es tablishing precise spec tml ill dices :Lt the lower fre
quencies; and dete l"min :ttion of p recise decl illaLio ll of 
t he brighter radio sources. 
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